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Recently, there have been numerous studies to investigate neutron-deficient heavy nuclei that undergo the rare decay mode electron capture-delayed fission (ECDF) [1]. These measurements are important, as they allow access to exotic cases of low-energy fission that are not yet accessible by any other technique. However, data in these regions are scarce, and more detailed measurements need to be made. Isotopes in this region ($Z \sim 100$) are produced in fusion-evaporation reactions and studied with the use of recoil gas-filled separators [2] or velocity filters [3–5]. In such studies, several neighboring isotopes of a given element can be created simultaneously from the different exit channels of a single nuclear reaction. It is not uncommon for neighboring isotopes to have similar decay properties, which can make it a challenge to assign decay properties to a specific isotope.

The recent coupling of FIONA (for the identification of nuclide A) [6] to the Berkeley Gas-filled Separator (BGS) [7] at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 88-inch cyclotron facility now allows for the separation and identification of individual atoms of heavy elements by their mass number-to-charge-state ratio ($A/q$). This setup is ideal for measurements to discover and characterize new isotopes, as their decay properties can be observed with high efficiency at the BGS focal plane, in combination with a unique mass-number confirmation with FIONA [8].

In this work, we report on the first identification of the isotope $^{244}$Md produced in the $^{209}$Bi($^{40}$Ar, 5$n$) reaction. We understand that during the course of this work a parallel effort to discover $^{244}$Md has been ongoing [9]. We present confirmation of the $A = 244$ mass number as well as the observed decay properties of $^{244}$Md. This study is part of a campaign of measurements on neutron-deficient Md isotopes performed with the combined BGS and FIONA setup [10].

The experiment was performed at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory’s 88-inch cyclotron facility. The BGS and FIONA were tuned and calibrated with ions of $^{247}$Md and $^{199–201}$At created in the $^{209}$Bi($^{40}$Ar, 2$n$) and $^{165}$Ho($^{40}$Ar, 4–6$n$) reactions, respectively. The purpose was to establish experimental procedures by confirming that we could identify $^{247}$Md by its mass number $A = 247$ with FIONA. Then, ions of $^{244}$Md and $^{198–199}$At were created in the $^{209}$Bi($^{40}$Ar, 5$n$) and $^{165}$Ho($^{40}$Ar, 6–7$n$) reactions, respectively.

A beam of $^{40}$Ar$^{9+}$ was produced from enriched-argon gas in the Advanced Electron Cyclotron Resonance ion source [11]. The ions were accelerated to laboratory-frame energies of approximately 200 MeV for production of $^{247}$Md and $^{199–201}$At ions and to approximately 220 MeV for the production of $^{244}$Md and $^{198–199}$At ions. Sustained beam intensities of 15 $\mu$A of $^{40}$Ar$^{9+}$ ions on target were achieved.

The beam was incident on a 4”-diameter target wheel rotating at $\sim$30 Hz, located just upstream of the BGS. The target wheel contained four target segments: three segments of $^{209}$Bi with an average thickness of 0.500 mg/cm$^2$ for the production of Md isotopes and a fourth segment made of $^{165}$Ho with an average thickness of 0.365 mg/cm$^2$ for the production of At isotopes. Each segment was prepared via vapor deposition on 2.1-μm-thick titanium backing foils. Two silicon pin diode detectors were positioned in the target chamber at angles of $\pm$27.2$^\circ$ relative to the beam axis to measure Rutherford scattered beam particles, which...
allowed for a continuous monitor of the integrated beam intensity, target thickness, and target integrity.

The produced Md and At ions recoiled out of the target and were separated from unreacted beam and nuclear-reaction products in the BGS. A schematic drawing of the coupled BGS plus FIONA setup is presented in Fig. 1. It depicts the trajectory of the ions of interest as they travel through the system. At the BGS focal plane (Fig. 1, label 2), either ions can be implanted into a retractable 32 × 32 double-sided silicon strip detector (DSSD) for detection of decay properties, or, if the detector is extracted, the ions pass through a 2.1-μm-thick Ti foil entering the FIONA apparatus.

Upon entering FIONA, the Md and At ions were stopped in 10 kPa of ultrapure He gas inside of a radio frequency (rf) gas catcher (Fig. 1, label 3). There they underwent charge-exchange reactions with the gas until they reached an equilibrated distribution of charge states. The distribution of charge states for a particular element is dependent upon its first, second, and third ionization potentials (IPs) relative to that of the He gas as well as any other contaminants that may be present in the system (such as O₂ or N₂). Under the experimental conditions, the At ions [IP₂ = 17.880(20) eV [12]] stop primarily as 1+ ions, and the Md ions [IP₂ = 12.4(4) eV [13]] stop primarily as 2+ ions. A direct current (dc) electric field gradient was applied along the gas catcher, causing the stopped ions to drift toward the exit orifice with an average drift time estimated to be ~28 ms, which is based on a reduced ion mobility of 20 × 10^4 V × s.

After exiting the rf gas catcher, the ions were confined by an rf quadrupole (RFQ) field, while the He gas was differentially pumped to a pressure of ~30 Pa. A dc gradient, applied along the RFQ axis, directed the ions downstream, where they were captured in an RFQ trap, which was configured with an axial dc gradient profile to create a three-dimensional trapping potential (Fig. 1, labels 4 and 5). The RFQ trap contained ~2 Pa of He buffer gas, where collisions of the ions with the gas cool them to several times thermal energies in a volume of 1 mm^3. The cooled ions were trapped for ~25 ms before being ejected. Once ejected, the ions passed through a region containing acceleration electrodes, steering electrodes, and Einzel lenses (Fig. 1, labels 6 and 7) before they entered a low-γ and neutron radiation background area separated from the high-background area by a shielding wall (Fig. 1, label 8).

In the low-background area, the ions were separated by their A/q in a trochoidal spectrometer (Fig. 1, label 11) [6]. The spectrometer utilizes crossed magnetic and electric fields, tuned to force the ions traveling through the spectrometer to take trochoidal trajectories [14–17]. These trajectories are heavily dependent on a particular ion’s A/q and are largely independent of its velocity. This results in an A/q-angular separation of ions as they exit the spectrometer due to the difference in the exiting-trochoidal phase of ions with different A/q. The A/q dispersion for ions detected at the FIONA focal plane, ~75 cm downstream (Fig. 1, label 12) after they exited the trochoidal spectrometer, is ~20 mm per-percent difference in A/q. The trochoidal spectrometer consists of a relatively small flat-field magnet (l × w × h = 50 cm × 50 cm × 8 cm) with a maximum magnetic field of 1.1 T in the downward (gravity) direction, perpendicular to the beam direction. Inside the magnet vacuum chamber, top- and bottom-striped circuit boards with resistor chains create a uniform electric field perpendicular to both the magnetic field and the velocity vector of the entering ions.

At the FIONA and (optionally) BGS focal planes, ions are implanted, or deposited at FIONA, into 32 × 32 strip DSSDs that are 1 mm thick with active areas of 60 mm × 60 mm. Energies for events detected in the DSSDs were calibrated using a source containing ²³⁹Pu, ²⁴¹Am, and ²⁴⁴Cm. The position of a detected event was given by the horizontal and vertical strip number in which the event was detected. The data acquisition was triggered by an event detected in the DSSD with an energy above ~1 MeV.

To optimize the efficiency and A/q resolution of FIONA, ions of ¹⁹⁸–⁰¹⁷ⁱAt were used to tune the ion acceleration, focusing elements, steerers, and trochoidal separator. A typical efficiency from the BGS focal plane through FIONA for detection at the FIONA focal plane is 15%, and the mass-resolving power, with separation of masses at the full-width-at-tenth-maximum level, is (A/q)/Δ(A/q) = 250.

In order to make a mass number identification, to confirm (A/q)_{new}, the FIONA system was scaled from the (A/q)_{cal} settings of the At¹⁺ ions such that ions of (A/q)_{new} would have the same magnetic rigidity as (A/q)_{cal}. The ¹⁹⁸–⁰¹⁷¹At isotopes have been well studied [18–21], so the A of a particular At¹⁺ isotope delivered to
the FIONA focal plane can be readily identified from decay properties. For this measurement, the calibration procedure ensures that the \((A/q)_{\text{new}}\) ions took the same trajectory through FIONA as the \((A/q)_{\text{cal}}\) calibration ions, such that they would be detected in the same position in the FIONA focal plane DSSD. To do this, the voltages applied to the RFQ trap ejection electrodes, steering and focusing electrodes, and the electrodes inside the trochoidal spectrometer were scaled by \((A/q)_{\text{cal}}/(A/q)_{\text{new}}\). Additionally, to match the electric rigidity of the ions, the time between releasing the ions from the RFQ trap and the pulsing drift tube in the acceleration region was scaled by \((A/q)_{\text{new}}/(A/q)_{\text{cal}}\). FIONA was recalibrated approximately every 8 h to account for any potential drifts in the system. Examples of this calibration procedure are shown in Ref. [8].

Evaporation residue (EVR)-\(\alpha\)-\(\alpha\) correlations were searched for in data taken at the 200 MeV beam energy with the BGS focal plane detector inserted. Search conditions were EVR energy \(E_{\text{EVR}} = 13\)–20 MeV, \(\alpha_1\) energy 8–9 MeV, \(\alpha_2\) energy 7–9 MeV, EVR-\(\alpha_1\) \(\Delta t < 10\) s, and \(\alpha_1\)-\(\alpha_2\) \(\Delta t < 100\) s. Here, \(\alpha_1\) and \(\alpha_2\) refer to the first and second particles observed in the same pixel as the detected EVR, respectively. Additionally, EVR-\(\alpha_1\) \(\Delta t\) and \(\alpha_1\)-\(\alpha_2\) \(\Delta t\) are the time differences in detection for each respective pair of particles. At the BGS focal plane, we are not sensitive to EVR-fission events due to high-random rates of events with fissionlike energies. The detection efficiency for EVR-\(\alpha\)-\(\alpha\) events is 25%. Multiple EVR-\(\alpha\)-\(\alpha\) correlations were identified with properties consistent with known decay properties of the isotope \(^{247}\text{Md}\), with parent \(^{247}\text{Md} E_{\text{c1}} = 8\)–9 MeV with half-life \(t_{1/2} \approx 1\) s and daughter \(^{243}\text{Es} E_{\text{c2}} = 7\)–8 MeV with \(t_{1/2} \approx 20\) s [22]. These data will be discussed in more detail in a forthcoming publication [10]. To confirm the mass number \(A = 247\) of the produced \(\text{Md}\) isotope, the BGS focal plane DSSD was removed and the \(\text{Md}\) ions were transmitted to the FIONA focal plane.

FIONA was calibrated using the \(^{199\text{-}201}\text{At}\) ions. The system was scaled from \((A/q)_{\text{cal}} = 200/1\) to \((A/q)_{\text{new}} = 247/2\) for the delivery of the \(\text{Md}\) ions to the FIONA focal plane. As shown in Fig. 2, the \(\text{Md}\) ions were detected in the same position as the \(^{200}\text{At}\) ions at the FIONA focal plane. This allows for a mass number confirmation of \(A = 247\).

After demonstrating the identification of \(^{247}\text{Md}\) with FIONA, the dataset taken with the BGS focal plane detector at the 220 MeV beam energy was searched for EVR-\(\alpha\)-\(\alpha\) correlations using the same event selection windows stated previously. Time windows were expanded to 30 and 300 s for EVR-\(\alpha_1\) \(\Delta t\) and \(\alpha_1\)-\(\alpha_2\) \(\Delta t\), respectively, to look for longer-lived decays. None were observed with EVR-\(\alpha_1\) \(\Delta t > 10\) s. Data were collected for \(\sim 35\) h. From analysis of the rate of both EVR-like and \(\alpha\)-like events observed per pixel, during the run time, 0.1 random EVR-\(\alpha\)-\(\alpha\) correlations were expected. Overall, six EVR-\(\alpha\)-\(\alpha\) correlations were identified (including one EVR-\(\alpha_1\)-\(\alpha_2\)-\(\alpha_3\) event).

These are listed in Table I. The probability of observing six random correlations when expecting 0.1 is \(1.2 \times 10^{-9}\), which is determined from a simple Poisson distribution. The expected \(Q_a\) for the decay of \(^{244}\text{Md}\) is 9.0(2) MeV, which is consistent with the experimental systematics and the local binding energy fits as determined in Ref. [23]. For several of the correlations, the energies of \(\alpha_1\) and \(\alpha_2\) are consistent with what is expected for the decay of \(^{244}\text{Md}\) and the subsequent decay of \(^{240}\text{Es}\) [24]. To confirm the production of \(A = 244\), the BGS focal plane DSSD was retracted and the \(\text{Md}\) ions were allowed to enter FIONA.

FIONA was calibrated using the \(^{198\text{-}199}\text{At}\) ions produced in the \(^{165}\text{Ho}\)(\(^{40}\text{Ar},6\text{-}7\text{n}\)) reactions. The mass numbers of the \(^{198\text{-}199}\text{At}\) isotopes were identified based on their decay properties [18,19]. The peaks were fit, and the centroid of the \(^{198}\text{At}\) peak was found to be in strip 15.64 (11); see Fig. 3 (top). FIONA was scaled from \((A/q)_{\text{cal}} = 198/1\) to \((A/q)_{\text{new}} = 244/2\) for the delivery of the \(\text{Md}\) ions to the FIONA focal plane. Data were collected looking for \(A/q = 244/2\) events for \(\sim 150\) h with the calibration position of the \(A/q = 198/1\) \(^{198}\text{At}\) peak checked approximately every 8 h. Additional calibrations were also performed immediately following each potential \(A/q = 244/2\) event to ensure that any potential drifts in the system at the time of the event were detected and taken into account.
TABLE I. The six EVR-$\alpha$-$\alpha$ events (including one EVR-$\alpha$-$\alpha$-$\alpha$) that were detected at the BGS focal plane and have been assigned to originate with the decay of $^{244}$Md due to the successful $A = 244$ mass number determination measured at the FIONA focal plane. These events are listed in order of increasing $\alpha_1$ energy ($E_{\alpha_1}$) and are numbered for ease of discussion. The reported error bars are representative of the resolution of the individual strip where each EVR-$\alpha$-$\alpha$ event was detected. The maximum search time for an EVR-$\alpha_1$ and for an $\alpha_1$-$\alpha_2$ (or $\alpha_2$-$\alpha_3$) correlation was 10 and 100 s, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evt. no.</th>
<th>$E_{\alpha_1}$ (keV)</th>
<th>EVR-$\alpha_1$ Δ$t$ (s)</th>
<th>$E_{\alpha_2}$ (keV)</th>
<th>EVR-$\alpha_2$Δ$t$ (s)</th>
<th>$E_{\alpha_3}$ (keV)</th>
<th>EVR-$\alpha_3$Δ$t$ (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8178(23)</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>7305(23)</td>
<td>27.34</td>
<td>7305(23)</td>
<td>27.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8308(19)</td>
<td>9.18</td>
<td>7996(19)</td>
<td>14.37</td>
<td>7996(19)</td>
<td>14.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8653(18)</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>7330(18)</td>
<td>18.95</td>
<td>7330(18)</td>
<td>18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8653(25)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>8128(25)</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>8128(25)</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>8682(20)</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>8203(20)</td>
<td>7.65</td>
<td>8203(20)</td>
<td>7.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8684(20)</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>8124(20)</td>
<td>7.65</td>
<td>8124(20)</td>
<td>7.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to distinguish the Md events from the observed background events at the FIONA focal plane, energy, position, and multiplicity criteria were applied to the data. Only events with $\alpha$ energies between 8.35 and 9.00 MeV were considered. This is consistent with the Md $\alpha$ decays observed at the BGS focal plane (see Table I) and the upper limit set by the $Q_{\alpha}$ value. The trochoidal spectrometer has a vertically narrow exit window that is smaller than the height of the FIONA focal plane DSSD. It was observed during the calibration runs that the $^{198-199}$At$^{1+}$ events were detected only in y strips 8–18. Hence, only potential events detected within that vertical region were considered. The observed events are presented in Fig. 3 (bottom). When FIONA was scaled for $(A/q) = 244/2$, a total of four events were detected in $x$ strips 14 and 15, whose positions correlate with the expected positions of $A/q = 244/2$ ions. Additionally, fission events were looked for, but none were observed.

In order to rule out the possibility that the four detected events were random, background was collected for $\sim$25 days following the experiment. For measurements taken at the FIONA focal plane, the background conditions are the same with and without a beam present. These data were analyzed applying the same energy, vertical position, and multiplicity conditions as the in-beam data. Based on this background measurement, we would expect 0.46 random-$\alpha$ events in the three-strip-wide peak corresponding to $(A/q) = 244/2$ over the six-day beam time. The probability of detecting four random events is on the order of 0.1%. The possibility that the events observed in strips 2, 3, and 20 are random was investigated. There was a 29% probability of detecting one event in strip 20 and a 7% probability of detecting two events in any three-neighboring strips during the duration of the beam time. From this result, $A = 244$ has been assigned to the Md$^{2+}$ ions that were delivered to the FIONA focal plane.

Given the number of events observed at the BGS focal plane and considering that the efficiency of the BGS for this reaction and this size of detector is 32(3)%, we report a cross section of $0.5^{+0.3}_{-0.2}$ nb. A proposed decay scheme for $^{244}$Md is presented in Fig. 4 based on the properties of the events listed in Table I. The decay properties of the daughter isotope $^{240}$Es have been previously observed in a study of the $^{209}$Bi$^{(34S, 3n)}$240Es reaction [24]. In Ref. [24], $^{240}$Es [$t_{1/2} = 6.2(2)$ s] was observed to have an ECDF branch to $^{240}$Cf [$t_{1/2} = 64.9(8)$ s] and an $\alpha$ decay to $^{236}$Bk ($t_{1/2} = 22^{+13}_{-6}$ s) emitting $\alpha$ particles ranging in energies from 7.97 to 8.19 MeV. The $\alpha$ decays populate $^{236}$Bk, which undergoes electron capture (EC) to states in $^{236}$Cm [$t_{1/2} = 410(50)$ s]. Due to our constraints on the EVR-$\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_1$-$\alpha_2$ (or $\alpha_2$-$\alpha_3$) correlation times of $<10$ and $<100$ s, respectively, it is unlikely that any decays attributed to either the $^{240}$Es ECDF branch or the $^{236}$Bk EC branch would have been observed.

From the events listed in Table I, there is an apparent similarity between events 4, 5, and 6 in the energies of the first- ($\sim$8.6 MeV) and second- ($\sim$8.1–8.2 MeV) correlated $\alpha$ energies and in their correlation times. The energies and correlation times of the second-correlated $\alpha$ in each of these
events are in agreement with what has been reported for $^{240}\text{Es}$ [24]. Hence, these events are assigned as the $\alpha$ decay of $^{244}\text{Md}$ correlated with the subsequent $\alpha$ decay of $^{240}\text{Es}$.

The energy of the first $\alpha$ in event 1 of $E_{\alpha 1} = 8178(23)$ keV is similar to what would be expected for a decay from $^{240}\text{Es}$ to $^{236}\text{Bk}$. The second-correlated $\alpha$ is assigned as the decay of $^{236}\text{Bk}$ to $^{232}\text{Am}$. We note that there are no previous reports of an $\alpha$-decay branch from $^{236}\text{Bk}$ [$Q_{\alpha} = 7780(500)$ keV [25]], only an EC branch to $^{236}\text{Cm}$ [$Q_{\alpha} = 7067(5)$ keV [25]]. However, as $E_{\alpha 2} = 7305(23)$ keV is greater than $Q_{\alpha}$ for $^{236}\text{Cm}$, we have chosen to assign this to a potential decay of $^{236}\text{Bk}$. Similar $\alpha-\alpha$ correlations were observed (at least in energy; see Fig. 4 in Ref. [24]) but were assigned as random correlations with the decays of the transfer-reaction product $^{213}\text{Rn}$. No such background was observed in our measurement. Given this, the second $\alpha$ in event 3 is also assigned as the potential $\alpha$ decay of $^{236}\text{Bk}$, with the first $\alpha$ assigned to the decay of $^{244}\text{Md}$. In this instance, the decay of $^{240}\text{Es}$ escaped detection. Additionally, there is the possibility that the third-correlated $\alpha$ of event 4 could also be from the decay of $^{236}\text{Bk}$, but, as $E_{\alpha 3} = 7086(25)$ keV is below $Q_{\alpha}$ for $^{236}\text{Cm}$, the decay of either $^{236}\text{Bk}$ or $^{236}\text{Cm}$ is possible.

Finally, the properties of the second $\alpha$ in event 2 fit with an assignment of $^{240}\text{Es}$, as $E_{\alpha 2} = 7996(19)$ keV is greater than the $Q_{\alpha}$ values of both $^{236}\text{Cm}$ and $^{236}\text{Bk}$. However, the energy and correlation time of the first $\alpha$ in this event are different than decays assigned to $^{244}\text{Md}$ in events 3, 4, 5, and 6 [$E_{\alpha} = 8.66(2)$ MeV and average EVR-$\alpha\Delta t = 0.6\pm0.2$ s]. Therefore, the first $\alpha$ is tentatively assigned as the decay of a longer-lived isomeric state in $^{244}\text{Md}$. Such states have been observed in the neighboring neutron-deficient Md isotopes [22].

The reported half-lives in Fig. 4 are averages of the observed EVR-$\alpha_1$ or $\alpha_1-\alpha_2$ correlation times when an assignment was possible. The values of $4.7^{+3.8}_{-1.5}$ and $\sim19$ s for the decays of $^{240}\text{Es}$ and $^{236}\text{Bk}$, respectively, are in agreement with what has been previously reported [24]. For comparison of the reported $t_{1/2}$ of $^{244}\text{Md}$, we estimated the expected $\alpha$-decay half-life for $^{244}\text{Md}$ using the Viola-Seaborg (VS) formula [26], using the parameters in Ref. [27], the Royer formula [28], and the superfluid tunneling model (STM) [29]. We assumed a 100% $\alpha$-decay branch and estimated $Q_{\alpha} = 9.0(2)$ MeV. The calculated values were similar for each of the methods: $t_{1/2}(\text{VS}) = 1.0^{+2.7}_{-0.7}$ s, $t_{1/2}(\text{Royer}) = 0.7^{+2.5}_{-0.5}$ s, and $t_{1/2}(\text{STM}) = 1.0^{+2.9}_{-0.8}$ s. These agree well with our experimental value of $t_{1/2} = 0.4^{+0.4}_{-0.1}$ s. This indicates that $\alpha$ decay is likely the dominant decay mode. Though we cannot eliminate the possibility of an EC branch, it is worth noting that the EC of $^{244}\text{Md}$ would result primarily in fission events, either from ECDF (probability expected to be $\sim50\%$ [30]) or from the spontaneous fission of the $^{244}\text{Fm}$ ground state [31]. No such events were observed at the FIONA focal plane.

In regions where isotopes are produced and studied primarily from fusion-evaporation reactions, the ability to assign decay properties to a specific nucleus via a direct-mass number measurement not only reveals information about that particular nucleus, but it can also serve to clear up potential ambiguities in the entire region due to previous misassignments. In this Letter, we have reported on the identification of the isotope $^{244}\text{Md}$ produced in the $^{209}\text{Bi}(^{40}\text{Ar}, 5n)$ reaction. The mass number assignment $A = 244$ was performed with the FIONA spectrometer, and first decay properties of $^{244}\text{Md}$ are reported. The measured $\alpha$ energies and half-life are consistent with $Q_{\alpha}$-value expectations and model calculations. Additionally, this result includes first evidence of the $\alpha$ decay of $^{236}\text{Bk}$. The direct confirmation of the production of the new isotope $^{244}\text{Md}$ and observation of its decay is the first step toward understanding the properties of this nucleus. Now, further studies can be performed to determine more detailed information on the structure of this nucleus and to search for potential decay modes such as ECDF, which have already been observed for the neighboring odd-odd isotope $^{246}\text{Md}$ [22].
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